FINT 2016 in Dublin: Paper Review Process Completed, Time to Register

A message from the Organizers: “Preparations continue for FINT 2016 in Dublin this November, 17-18. We received lots of great paper submissions and are particularly grateful to our team of reviewers who worked hard to help us provide feedback. We have now notified authors of the decisions on their papers and registration is open. All those presenting a paper must register by 23 September. The conference programme is shaping up to be an exciting couple of days and we look forward to seeing you all there!” Please register at: http://www.fint2016.com/fees

Summer Reading: New Books on Trust


http://www.elgaronline.com/view/9781783476190.xml


From the University of Münster’s DFG Research Training Group on this book’s topic, this is an impressively timely and interdisciplinary work on trust in the internet age.


Recommended Reading

Editorial Note: This section does not list in-press versions yet. If your paper is already online somewhere, please tell us about it using our LinkedIn Group mentioned left:


Check out the Journal of Trust Research 6 (1) 74-95 for a special contribution by Schoorman, Mayer and Davis: Their study on “Empowerment in veterinary clinics: The role of trust in delegation” with a special preface and perspective!